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A B S T R A C T   

An important problem in the olive sector is the occasional mismatch of results obtained by different tasting 
panels when the same olive oil sample is analysed. These discrepancies could be minimised by using reference 
materials (RM) for taster training. A comprehensive protocol based on the combined use of sensory and 
instrumental analysis for the certification of olive oil batches as RMs, developed within the framework of the 
project ’Operational Group INTERPANEL’, is proposed. Similarity indices (R2, cosθ and NEAR) applied on 
GC–MS fingerprints, allow a successful homogeneity and stability assessment of produced batches. Furthermore, 
the use of robust statistics combined with a set of instructions developed to remove outliers were applied with 
excellent results on sensory data set provided by supra-panel composed by more than 100 qualified tasters. This 
work is the first to provide a comprehensive protocol for certification of real olive oil samples as RM for sensory 
analysis.   

1. Introduction 

Olive oil is one of the major characteristic foods of the Mediterranean 
diet, with a high added value for the consumer due to its high health 
benefits (Willett et al., 1995; Barjol, 2013). Indeed, the olive oil obtained 
by milling olive fruits is the only foodstuff that must be subjected to 
sensory analysis to verify the proper labelling of the two highest quality 
commercial categories: extra virgin olive oil (EVOO) and virgin olive oil 
(VOO) (Mariotti, 2014). The analytical methods employed for the 
physicochemical and organoleptic assessment of olive oils are detailed 
described in the updated version of Regulation (ECC) No 2568/91 
(European Commission, 2016). The intensity of particular sensory at-
tributes is determined by a tasting panel which is related to a group of 
tasters, who have been specifically selected and trained, and who gather 
to perform the sensory analysis of a product under controlled conditions 
(COI/T.20/Doc. No 4 / Rev.1, 2007; COI/T.20/Doc. No 14 / Rev. 7, 
2021). The ’Panel Test’ is a sensory method proposed by the 

International Olive Council (IOC) to classify olive oil attending to their 
organoleptic characteristic measured by a panel of 8–10 tasters who 
works as a multisensor analytical instrument (COI/T.20/Doc. No 15 / 
Rev.10, 2018). This is a robust and statistically reliable method, but 
suffers from a certain lack of reproducibility in the results obtained by 
different panels due to the inherent subjectivity in the taster (Morales 
et al., 2013). One part of the industrial sector claims a solution to the 
differences among results, which have a negative effect, thus causing 
significant economic losses (Aparicio Ruiz, Morales, & Aparicio, 2019; 
Circi et al., 2017). In fact, this concern has been highlighted in a recent 
report requested by the European Commission (European Commission, 
2020) in order to seek the origin of the problem and the solutions needed 
to improve the organoleptic evaluation of VOO and EVOO as conformity 
control systems. Despite the fact that some European Member States 
assume that the organoleptic assessment should be excluded from the 
analysis set carried out on VOO according current legislation, the above- 
mentioned report concludes that the organoleptic assessment should be 
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continued, albeit improved. The same report proposes the following 
solutions: (i) the development of reference samples for olive oil taste 
training, and (ii) the organization of regular tasting sessions with tasters 
from different countries. These coincide with the solutions proposed by 
several authors (COI/T.20/Doc. No 14 / Rev. 7, 2021; Aparicio Ruiz, 
Morales, & Aparicio, 2019; Aparicio, Conte & Fiebig, 2013) which 
consider the use of certified reference materials as the best way to 
harmonise tasting panels, as well as tasters from the same panel, which 
translates in improved results of the analysis. 

A certified reference material (CRM) is defined as a sufficiently ho-
mogeneous and stable material with respect to one or more specified prop-
erties, which has been established to be fit for intended use in a measurement 
process and is accompanied by a certificate that provides the value of the 
specified property, its associated uncertainty, and a statement of metrological 
traceability (ISO Guide 30, 2015). According to ISO Guide 35 (ISO Guide 
35, 2017) a reference material must be subjected to three experimental 
studies before being certified. The first study involves the homogeneity 
assessment of the produced RM batch. The packaging process is one of 
the most critical stages in RM production, so it is necessary to verify that 
the values of one or several targeted properties are similar enough 
regarding all packaged units of the batch. Furthermore, a stability study 
is necessary to ensure that the targeted property or properties remains 
unchanged over the time. RMs produced from biological matrices as 
perishable foodstuffs which may evolve over time, the stability study is 
carried out at the same time as the RM is being use. Finally, the char-
acterisation study determines the value of one or several targeted 
properties or attributes that is used as the reference value. The results of 
these studies are gathered in the RM certificate, in which the certified 
value as well as the uncertainty value involved in the whole certification 
process are specified. 

Regarding the experimental procedure, the characterisation study of 
organoleptic attributes should be performed by sensory analysis, but 
homogeneity and stability studies might be carried out using instru-
mental analysis (Rason, Laguet, Berge, Dufour & Lebecque, 2007; 
Valverde Som et al., 2018b). The chromatographic techniques coupled 
to different signal acquisition systems, e.g. gas chromatography coupled 
with flame ionization detector (GC-FID) or mass spectrometry (GC–MS), 
allow to study in an unspecific way the signal profile of the volatile 
organic compounds (VOCs) fraction responsible of the food flavour. 
Some recent studies use GC-FID to obtain VOC chromatographic fin-
gerprints of olive oils in order to assess the similarity among these 
analytical signals by means of similarity indices (Valverde Som et al., 
2018b; Valverde Som et al., 2018a; Ortega Gavilán, Valverde Som, 
Rodríguez García, Cuadros Rodríguez, & Bagur González, 2020). A high 
level of similarity can be assumed when no differences between suc-
cessive fingerprints are found. 

Nevertheless, alternative homogeneity studies use the intensity of an 
instrumental signal, from a specific chemical marker, to monitor the 
between-samples variability. This approach has been applied within the 
OLEUM project (www.oleumproject.eu/), a project funded by the EU’s 
Horizon 2020 programme, for homogeneity assessment in samples 
intended for physical–chemical analysis (OLEUM Project, 2016), 
although this strategy could also be applied in sensory analysis if a 
suitable flavouring is used as a reference marker. 

The following approaches may be considered in the production of 
reference materials for sensory analysis of virgin olive oil:  

▪ Design of formulation types to prepare olive oils with a certain 
organoleptic attribute and with a precise intensity by adding 
flavourings –substances which cause a specific flavour– on an 
olive oil free of any perceptible negative attribute, called base. 
The previous knowledge of the corresponding odour threshold 
(or recognition threshold) of the substance to be used is always 
required. This is the strategy being addressed in the framework 
of OLEUM project (Barbieri et al., 2020). At least two artificial 
olfactory reference materials for sensory analysis of olive oil 

having rancid and winey-vinegary defects have been produced 
within the project and their characteristics and production 
details discussed in Aparicio Ruiz et al. (2020).  

▪ Use of olive oil types already produced with the required 
characteristics or production of these olive oil types from olive 
fruits or olive oils by applying controlled degradation pro-
cesses. These olive oils, called concentrates, have a high in-
tensity of a negative attribute so that the final products are 
obtained by mixing them with a compatible base in a certain 
percentage. The materials developed following this technique 
simulate the possible defects present in the olive oil much 
better than the previous approach. However, this strategy re-
quires the search, development and certification of new mate-
rials in each campaign. 

This paper describes a certification practice of olive oil reference 
materials for sensory analysis, which have been developed by applying 
the second approach previously described within the framework of the 
project ’Reference and harmonization system of virgin olive oil tasting 
panels from Andalusia – INTERPANEL’ (www.interpanel.es; https://ec. 
europa.eu/eip/agriculture/en/find-connect/projects 
/sistema-de-referencia-y-armonización-de-paneles-de). The protocol 
described in this paper involves the combined application of instru-
mental techniques with sensory analysis to achieve the certification. The 
homogeneity and stability studies are based on the analysis of volatile 
organic compounds (VOCs) by gas chromatography coupled to mass 
spectrometry (GC–MS), while the characterisation study is achieved 
after the application of the ’Panel Test’ method proposed by the IOC. 
The main novelty of this work is the development and application of an 
innovative approach which is applied on the characterisation study. It is 
based on several quality filters to detect and remove outlier values, 
combined with the use of robust statistics applied to the sensory data 
provided by a supra-panel consisting of more than a hundred tasters 
which belong to different laboratories. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Olive oil materials 

A total of eight olive oil batches, each with a total volume of 50 L, 
were produced in this work. The materials were designed to be repre-
sentative of the main attributes and defects (fruity, fusty/muddy, musty 
and winey-vinegary) proposed by the IOC. The different olive oil batches 
were produced at the Institute of Agricultural and Fishery Research & 
Training (IFAPA) “Venta del Llano” using a “Il Molinetto” compact plant 
(Pieralisi, Jesi, Italy, http://www.pieralisi.com/Viewdoc?co_id = 373). 
The only exception was the wine/vinegary batch, which was provided 
by the Regulatory Council of the Protected Designation of Origin “Sierra 
de Segura”. Only three of the five attributes or defects considered in this 
study were prepared at two levels of decreasing intensity symbolised by 
2 (medium intensity) and 1 (low intensity), by blending an attribute- 
concentrated oil with a dilution base. The official agri-food quality 
control laboratories of Córdoba and Granada (Department of Agricul-
ture, Livestock, Fisheries and Sustainable Development, Regional 
Govern of Andalusia, Spain) were involved in the setting and selection of 
the different mixing percentages. The main characteristics and compo-
sition are described in Table SM1 (in Supplementary Material). 

Note that the material coded as PIC/1 was used as dilution base for 
materials with fusty/muddy and musty defect. 

Each olive oil material was produced in a single batch and PET- 
amber bottled in units of 200 mL. Both the first and last five bottles 
from each material batch were then discarded. In order to evenly cover 
the entire batch, ten representative units were evenly sampled and 
recoded with numbers from 1 to 10 according to the order of packaging 
from each olive oil material batch, obtaining a set sample of 80 bottles 
which were reserved for the homogeneity study. In addition, twelve 
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consecutive bottles of each olive oil material batch were also reserved 
for a quarterly analytical control of the material stability once the batch 
has been declared homogeneous. Finally, three additional bottles of 
each material batch were set aside to further perform the characterisa-
tion of the materials. All batches were bottled in July 2019 and were 
kept in the dark and below 0 ◦C until use, in order to ensure the volatile 
profile stability. After the homogeneity assessment, all samples were 
stored in the dark at 7–8 ◦C, in order to keep the typical storage con-
ditions in a real sensory analysis laboratory. 

2.2. Standard solutions 

A mixture of n-alkanes standard solution from C7 to C40 (1 mg mL− 1 

in hexane, Supelco Analytical, Bellefonte, PA, USA) was purchased. A 
working external standard mix solution of 100 µg mL− 1 was prepared by 
dilution of the commercial mixture in n-hexane. 

Furthermore, a mixture solution of fluorobenzene (99%; Sigma- 
Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA) and 4-fluorobiphenyl (95%, Sigma- 
Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA) of 0.1 and 0.5 mg g− 1 respectively, pre-
pared in recent refined olive oil, was used as internal standard. 

2.3. Chromatography analysis 

The chromatographic analysis of the samples was carried out using a 
Varian 3800 GC (Varian Inc., Palo Alto, CA, USA) equipped with a split/ 
splitless injector coupled to a Varian 4000 ion trap mass spectrometer 
(Varian Inc., Palo Alto, CA, USA). The instrument includes an auto- 
sampler system (CombiPal; CTC Analytics, Zwingen, Switzerland). The 
analytical column was a capillary column covered with polyethylene 
glycol (Agilent HP-INNOWAX; 30 m × 0.25 mm internal diameter ×
0.25 µm film thickness; maximum temperature 260 ◦C, Agilent Tech-
nologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA). 

As previous step, the VOCs were extracted using a 50/30 μm 
divinylbenzene/carboxen/polydimethylsiloxane StableFlex 24 Ga fibre 
(Supelco Analytical, Bellefonte, PA, USA). 0.100 g of the IS mixture 
solution was accurate weighted in a 20 mL headspace vial; then 4.900 g 
of olive oil RM was carefully added until that the final mass was 5.000 g. 
The samples were incubated in a shaker oven at 40 ◦C for 2 min and the 
extraction was carried out for 30 min. Fibre thermal desorption into GC 
was conducted at 250 ◦C for 2 min in splitless injection mode, and then 
the fibre was cleaned into the GC with a 1:100 split ratio for 6 min. The 
column oven temperature of 80 ◦C was held for 2.5 min, then pro-
grammed at 40 ◦C min− 1 to 240 ◦C, then this last temperature was kept 
for 7.5 min. Helium (99.999%; Air Liquid) was used as the carrier gas 
(flow rate 1.5 mL min− 1). The mass spectrometric conditions were as 
follow: the ion source temperature was held isothermally at 230 ◦C 
during the chromatographic separation and the transfer-line tempera-
ture at 250 ◦C was maintained through the analysis. The ionization 
electron energy was 70 eV and the emission current 10 µA. The chro-
matograms were recorded in full-scan mode and the average spectra 
were acquired in the m/z range of 10–400. 

Chromatographic analysis was carried out for both homogeneity and 
stability studies. For homogeneity assessment, which was carried out in 
October 2019, the first unit from each homogeneity sample set was 
chosen as reference and analysed in triplicate, whereas the remaining 
nine units were analysed once. The stability study is carried out in 
parallel with the use of each reference material by the different labo-
ratories. Once the homogeneity of the material has been verified and the 
certified property has been characterised, the stability study is carried 
out. Every three months, one unit of each material is taken from the set 
of samples reserved for this study. Each unit is analysed in triplicate to 
obtain the representative fingerprint of the month concerned. In order to 
control the performance of the instrument, 0.100 mg g− 1 IS solution was 
analysed at the beginning and end of each chromatographic run using 
the same operational conditions. 

2.4. Sensory analysis 

Sensory analysis was carried out throughout November 2019, by 
applying the EU ’Panel Test’ method for the characterisation study of 
RM candidates. A total of 22 laboratories, where each panel was 
composed by a group of 8–10 tasters trained in accordance with IOC 
guidelines (COI/T.20/Doc. No 14 / Rev. 7, 2021), participated in the 
characterisation study. This group consisted of 19 private laboratories 
authorised by the Regional Govern of Andalusia for quality control and 3 
official ones, all of them located in Andalusia with the exception of an 
official laboratory located in Madrid. 

The results obtained in each tasting session were provided through 
the panels’ intercommunication platform called INTERPANEL, on which 
the statistical data treatment was also performed. 

2.5. Data treatment 

2.5.1. Chromatographic data treatment 
MS Workstation (version 6.9) software data system (Varian Inc., Palo 

Alto, CA, USA) was used for chromatographic data acquisition and 
recording. The chromatograms obtained are firstly transformed in data 
vectors, each one representing the individual fingerprint of each 
selected material units for the involved study. In order to obtain the VOC 
chromatographic fingerprints, each chromatogram was exported to 
netCDF format using the OpenChrom® version 1.3 software (Lablicate & 
Scientific community, Hamburg, Germany), available free at www. 
lablicate.com/. 

Afterwards, every chromatogram was pre-processed in order to: (i) 
remove the lower and upper range values of each fingerprint that did not 
contain any useful information; (ii) filter and smooth using a Savitzky- 
Golay least-squares polynomial filter with a window size of 5 points 
and a second-order polynomial for noise removing; (iii) correct the 
baseline drifting; (iv) align time shifting and warping with respect to the 
mix external standard solution; and (v) normalise the intensities by 
using a suitable internal standard as reference. Data pre-processing was 
performed using MATLAB, version 9.3 (Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA, 
USA) and an ad-hoc home-programmed MATLAB script, so-called 
’GCnostic’ (version 1), that runs a number of algorithms of MATLAB 
Bioinformatics Toolbox, and a specific algorithm for the alignment of 
chromatographic peaks based on Kovats indices (d’Acampora Zellner 
et al., 2008; Cuadros Rodríguez et al., 2021), instead of applying a self- 
alignment as usual. This function has a new alignment algorithm 
incorporated to correct the shifting and warping in retention time of 
chromatographic fingerprint observed both in the same or different se-
quences. For this purpose, the retention time values are transferred to a 
new empirical retention index obtained from the analysis of n-alkane 
mix used as external standard analysed at the beginning and the end of 
each chromatographic run. 

After pre-processing, similarity indices were then calculated by 
comparing the fingerprint data vectors directly with MATLAB’s capa-
bilities. These indices were used to obtain reliable metrics for homoge-
neity and stability assessing (Valverde Som et al., 2018a; Ortega 
Gavilán, Valverde Som, Rodríguez García, Cuadros Rodríguez, & Bagur 
González, 2020). 

In addition, an exploratory data analysis was performed in order to 
evaluate the natural grouping of the homogeneity samples analysed by 
GC–MS by the means of PLS_Toolbox software version 8.6.1 (Eigen-
vector Research Inc., Manson, WA, USA). Furthermore, a mean centring 
was applied on the fingerprint matrix prior to chemometric treatment. 

2.5.2. Sensory analysis data treatment 
The statistical data processing of the sensory analysis for the char-

acterisation of materials was carried out through the INTERPANEL 
platform. Based on experience gained by the authors in processing data 
from sensory analysis, robust statistics were programmed and applied 
for the estimation of reference values. For each material, the arithmetic 
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mean and some robust estimations of the central value (median and 
Huber’s average H15), and the corresponding standard deviations (SD) 
(interquartile range SDIQR, equivalent median absolute deviation 
(MADe) and Huber’s SD(H15) ) were calculated in order to establish the 
characterisation value (Thompson and Lowthian, 2011). Furthermore, 
in order to identify and remove inconsistent biased values that may 
affect the quality of the results; the following quality statistical filters 
were designed and applied:  

▪ First filter: rejecting the panels whose robust coefficient of 
variation (CVIQR), obtained by dividing the interquartile range 
standard deviation (SDIQR) by the median, exceeds 20% (COI/ 
T.20 / Doc. No 22, 2005).  

▪ Second filter: rejecting inconsistent panels that have passed the 
first filter by means of the robust z*-score (z*p), using the 
Equation (1). 

z*
p =

mp − moverall

MADeoverall
(1) 

where mp is the median obtained by the panel p for the attribute 
under consideration, moverall is the median of the panel medians and 
MADeoverall is the equivalent median absolute deviation taking into ac-
count all panels, both for the same attribute. A tasting panel is consid-
ered inconsistent if the corresponding z*–score has an absolute value 
greater than 2; in this case, the panel is also removed of the study. Once 
this filter is applied, a single supra-panel is conformed, including all the 
tasters that belong to the non-eliminated panels. 

▪ Third filter: rejecting inconsistent values of sensory data pro-
vided by each taster within the supra-panel. The statistical test 
is again based on a robust zt*(H15)–score, specific to each 
taster t, which is calculated using the robust Huber’s H15 es-
timators applying the following Equation (2). 

z*
t (H15) =

xt − Avsp(H15)
SDsp(H15)

(2) 

where xt is the organoleptic intensity observed by the taster t, and 
Avsp(H15) and SDsp(H15) are the estimated average and standard de-
viation Huber’s H15 parameters of the organoleptic intensities for the 
attribute under consideration from the supra-panel results. Again, a 
single sensory datum is considered inconsistent when the corresponding 
z*t(H15) has an absolute value greater than 2; in this case, the datum is 
removed. 

The results are considered statistically reliable if the number of 
panels removed by the first and second filters does not exceed 25% of the 
total number of participants. Regarding the third filter, the number of 
values removed should not exceed 20% of the total number of supra- 
panel tasters. If any of these limits are exceeded, the material is 
directly qualified as ’non-certifiable’. 

After the application of the filters, the suitability of the candidate 
materials to be certified is checked depending on the value of SDsp(H15) 
value. Three possible settings are covered:  

(i) SDsp(H15) has a value lower than 1. The material under study is 
fitted for certification purpose.  

(ii) SDsp(H15) has a value between 1 and 2.5. There is sufficient 
consensus among the tasters to establish a reference value, but 
not enough to be certified. The material is then labelled as 
’consensus guiding material’.  

(iii) SDsp(H15) has a value higher than 2.5. Due to the high data 
scattering, the candidate material is qualified as ’non-certifiable’. 

The reference value assigned to the organoleptic intensity of the 
attribute under consideration for each material is defined by the 
Avsp(H15) estimation from the results provides by the valid tasters that 

Fig. 1. Dendrogram of olive oils candidates to reference materials analysed according its VOCs fingerprints. HCA: Mahalanobis distance and Ward method as 
distance metric and linked criterion, respectively. 
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constitute the final supra-panel. 
According to ISO Guide 30 and 35 (ISO Guide 30, 2015; ISO Guide 

35, 2017), the reference value of materials suitable for certification 
should be accompanied by an uncertainty value associated with the 
certification process. A section in ISO Guide 35 describes how the un-
certainty value of a certified reference material (uCRM) is calculated by 
the Equation (3). 

uCRM =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

u2
char + u2

homog + u2
stab

√

(3) 

where uchar is the uncertainty calculated in the characterisation 
study, and uhomog and ustab are respectively the uncertainty components 
derived from the possible lack of homogeneity and stability under 
storage conditions. The same section of ISO Guide 35 specifies that, 
depending on the nature of the material to be certified, the uncertainty 
sources are different, thus the above equation could be modified by 
adding or removing terms. In the case of olive oil, the main uncertainty 
source comes from the sensory characterisation study and consequently 
the above Equation (3) is simplified in Equation (4). 

uCRM = uchar =
SDsp(H15)

̅̅̅
n

√ (4) 

where n refers to the number of data from which the standard de-
viation has been obtained; in this case, the number of tasters not 
removed in any of the filters described above that constitute the final 
supra-panel. For each material and attribute under consideration, the 
certification results are then summarised by the Equation (5). 

Certifiedvalue(CRM) = XCRM ± UCRM = XCRM ± (k⋅uCRM) (5) 

where UCRM is expanded uncertainty obtained by multiplying the 
uCRM value by the coverage factor k (k = 2). Finally, the results obtained 
during the sensory and instrumental analysis are included in the cer-
tificate of the reference material according to ISO Guide 31 (ISO Guide 
31, 2015). 

3. Result and discussion 

3.1. Chemometric exploratory analysis 

Unsupervised pattern recognition methods such as hierarchical 
cluster analysis (HCA) and principal component analysis (PCA) were 
applied. A fingerprint matrix (96 × 2000) was built for the study (note 
that the 96 value were obtained from considering 80 samples and two 
additional replicates of the first 8 units selected as reference, and 2000 is 

the number of numerical values acquired by the measuring device and 
which conform each chromatogram). 

3.1.1. Hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA) 
HCA were performed by selecting Manhattan distance and Ward 

method as a distance metric and linkage criterion respectively. Fig. 1 
shows the dendrogram obtained, where each nesting group corresponds 
to the olive oil materials which have a specific defect independently of 
the intensity levels. This fact suggests that the mixing percentages used 
between intensity levels did not create large differences in the 
chromatograms. 

Considering Dlinkage = 2/3 Dmax as a criterion to define the natural 
grouping clustering, two groups can be defined. Group I gathers the 
materials coded as RNC/1 and RNC/2, which were characterised by 
rancid defect. As detailed in Table SM1, these olive oil materials were 
obtained from fruits of ’arbequina’ botanical variety. Group II is defined 
by the rest of materials, which were obtained from olives of the ’picual’ 
botanical variety. In addition, this group is divided into two subgroups 
(Dlinkage = 2/5 Dmax) according to the fruit ripeness degree. Group II-A is 
composed by the material VWA/1, which was obtained from olives with 
a medium degree of ripeness, while group II-B collects the remaining 
materials that was milled from ripe fruits. It should also be noted that the 
PIC/1 material was used as a base for diluting other materials, which 
justifies the grouping with the ATF and MOH materials. 

3.1.2. Principal component analysis (PCA) 
Three principal components (PCs) explaining 91.9% of the total 

variance were selected. Fig. 2 shows the 3D scores plot on PC1-PC2-PC3 
(58.5%, 19.1% y 14.3% of variance, respectively). 

The 3D scores plot (Fig. 2) clearly shows four groups. Three of them 
are consistent with the materials having the same defect while the fourth 
group is composed by miscellaneous materials. The grouping is 
described as follows: (I) ATF/1 and ATF/2 materials having fusty/ 
muddy defect at two intensity levels, are characterised by values close to 
zero in PC1, negative values of PC2 and positive values of PC3; (II) 
MOH/1 and MOH/2 materials having musty defect at two intensity 
levels, as well as PIC/1 material, the undefective base, are characterised 
by values close to zero in PC1 and negative values for PC2 and PC3; (III) 
VWA/1 material, distinctive of wine/vinegary defect, shows positive 
values of PC1 and PC2 and near or below zero in PC3 (note the presence 
of possible outlier in this material); and (IV) RNC/1 and RNC/2 mate-
rials, which are qualified as rancid defectives at two intensity levels, 
have negative values in PC1 and PC3 and positive values in PC2. 

Therefore, PC1 separates each group according to the type of olive oil 

Fig. 2. 3D scores plot of PC1-PC2-PC3 obtained from PCA of fingerprint matrix (96 × 2000).  
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used as a dilution base in the production of the different RM. Groups I 
and II, whose dilution base was obtained from ripe fruits of the picual 
variety, have similar values in PC1 but very different from the values of 
Group III, consisting of olive oil obtained from fruits of a different picual 

variety to the previous groups, and Group IV, whose base was obtained 
from olives of the arbequina variety. PC2 separates the materials ac-
cording to the ripeness of the fruit. Groups I and II, RM from ripe fruit, 
present negative values in PC2 clearly opposed to those presented by 

Fig. 3. Similarity-based control charts (percentage of similarity vs numerical identifying code of samples) obtained for the eight RMs candidates analysed for ho-
mogeneity assessment. The values of the similarity indices, R2, cosθ and NEAR, are plotted in blue, red and green respectively. 
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Groups III and IV, consisting of RM whose fruit ripeness degree is lower 
than the previous ones. Furthermore, PC3 differentiates each group 
according to the defect which the materials were designed when the 
same type of base and maturity of the fruit is involved. In this way, PC3 
allows a clear separation between Groups I and II, whose organoleptic 

defects were different from each other. It should be noted that the 
closeness of PIC/1 to MOH/1 and MOH/2 could be due to the low 
mixing percentages used in their production process, which implies 
small dissimilarity of the chromatographic signals. 

Fig. 4. Similarity-based control charts (percentage of similarity vs month analysis) obtained during the stability study for the eight RMs candidates. The values of the 
similarity indices used in this work, R2, cosθ and NEAR, are plotted in blue, red and green respectively. Note: the second stability analysis, corresponding with month 
6, had to be postponed due to the COVID-19 pandemic. 
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3.2. Similarity analysis for verifying homogeneity and stability of the 
reference material 

The similarity analysis for the homogeneity and stability studies 
were performed according to methodology described in previous papers 
(Valverde Som et al., 2018a; Valverde Som et al., 2018b; Ortega Gavilán, 
Valverde Som, Rodríguez García, Cuadros Rodríguez, & Bagur González, 
2020). Briefly, the similarity values in the homogeneity study were 
obtained by comparing the fingerprint of each batch unit analysed with 
a reference fingerprint. For each material the reference fingerprint was 
the average of the results of the analysed unit in triplicate. Both the 
reference agnostized chromatographic fingerprint and each of the single 
unit agnostized chromatographic fingerprint for each RM candidate 
obtained within the homogeneity study are displayed in the supple-
mentary material (figure SM1 - figure SM8). Chromatographic finger-
prints were considered to be similar when the values of the similarity 
indices, namely R2, cosθ and NEAR (Brereton, 2009; Andríc and 
Héberger, 2017; Pérez Robles et al., 2017) (expressed in percentage), 
were higher than the threshold imposed for this study, 95% for the first 
two indices and 90% for the third one. The thresholds were defined by 
the authors based on the experience gained from several studies. Simi-
larity values below these decision thresholds suggest a potential het-
erogeneity among the bottled units of the packaged batch. Fig. 3 shows 
the similarity control charts of the eight olive oil materials developed. In 
this figure the relationship between the behaviour of the three similarity 
indices could be verified, as their values increase and decrease following 
the same trend. 

All materials show values of the similarity indices above or very close 
to the decision threshold. Only two units (bottle 6 of the ATF/2 material 
and bottle 9 of the VWA/1 material) have values below the threshold for 
the three indices. Regarding to the ATF/2 material, figures SM2 a and b 
reveal that the main differences in the similarity indices for the unit 6 
correspond to a considerable decrease in the intensity values of the 
signals highlighted by the green arrows. The control chart of ATF/2 
samples shows a significant deviation that is corrected throughout the 
analysis. This fact suggests a possible lack of homogeneity among the 
bottled units 4 and 8 that may have been caused by the bulk container 
used to package the different units having been refilled several times. 

However, in order to establish the homogeneity of the material batch, 
the units within this interval were discarded. Regarding the control 
chart of the VWA/1 material, no clear trend is observed and sample 9 
shows a value in all three indices that is evidently lower than the others. 
In order to confirm this behaviour, unit 9 was retested and the same 
results were obtained again. In fact, it can be seen in figures SM6 a and b 
how the signals highlighted by the green arrows are responsible for the 
lowest values of similarity indices. The lack of homogeneity may also be 
caused by the reasons mentioned in the case of ATF material. Conse-
quently, all the bottled units from the original batch that were between 
the tested samples 8 and 10 of this material were rejected in order to 
declare the material batch as homogeneous. It should be noted that such 
low values of similarity for this unit were anticipated in the PCA, where 
the outlier corresponded indeed to unit 9 of this material. As for the 
remaining samples, the oscillations in the similarity values could be 
indicative of a lack of mixing throughout the packaging in the different 
units composing the batch. The zoomed regions of figures SM1 to SM8 
bring forward the signals responsible of the fluctuations observed in the 
similarity indices, highlighting the differences among different samples 
for remaining RM candidates. 

In contrast, the similarity indices of the stability study were obtained 
by comparing the representative material fingerprint corresponding to 
the month of study with the reference fingerprint at time zero. When the 
homogeneity of the different batches is ensured and all units are stored 
under the same conditions, it is assumed that the fingerprint obtained for 
each stability analysis is representative of the remaining units stored. 
The representative fingerprint is the average fingerprint of the three 
replicates from the analysed material, while the fingerprint at time zero 
is the average from the results of the homogeneity study of RM. The 
agnostized chromatographic fingerprints obtained in the stability study 
for each one of the different RM candidate are also included in the 
supplementary material (figures SM9 - SM16). 

Furthermore, for stability study, the samples are considered under 
control when the values of R2, cosθ and NEAR are higher than the 
threshold imposed for this study: 80% for the first two indices and 70% 
for the third one. Again, the thresholds were defined by the authors. It 
should be noted that the chromatographic analyses for the homogeneity 
study are carried out under repeatability conditions, whereas the 

Table 1 
Results of the three central estimators calculated for the assignment of the certified value (Note that the value of PIC/1 refers only to the intensity of the fruity attribute).  

Material code Central value estimators Deviation estimators 

Mean Median Av(H15) SIQR MADe SD(H15) 

ATF/2 4.2 4.2 4.2 0.9 0.7 0.8 
ATF/1 2.5 2.6 2.5 2.6 2.0 1.9 
MOH/2 4.2 4.2 4.3 1.2 1.0 1.0 
MOH/1 2.8 2.8 2.8 1.1 0.9 0.9 
PIC/1 3.0 3.0 3.1 0.8 0.7 0.6 
RNC/2 2.5 2.4 2.5 0.9 0.9 0.8 
RNC/1 1.2 1.3 1.2 1.8 1.8 1.2 
VWA/1 2.5 2.4 2.5 0.8 0.6 0.6 

The units of each estimation are expressed in cm, according to COI/T.20 Doc. N◦ 15, 2018. 

Table 2 
Certified values of the olive oil reference materials obtained in according the characterisation study (Note that the values of the certified reference materials are in bold; in 
addition, the ’consensus guiding values’ are in italics and in parentheses).  

Material code Attribute/Defect Status Certified value (cm) ± UCRM (k = 2) * 

ATF/2 Fusty/muddy Certified 4.2 0.1 
ATF/1 Fusty/muddy Consensus (2.5) – 
MOH/2 Musty Certified 4.3 0.2 
MOH/1 Musty Certified 2.8 0.2 
PIC/1 Fruity Non-Certified – – 
RNC/2 Rancid Certified 2.5 0.2 
RNC/1 Rancid Consensus (1.2) – 
VWA/1 Wine/vinegary Certified 2.5 0.2 

*The UCRM values have been obtained from equation (4) and (5). 
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stability study is carried out under quasi-reproducibility conditions. 
Therefore, the criterion to be applied in the latter should be less 
restrictive than in the former. A material is considered out of control 
when two consecutive stability analyses carried out in different months 
show values below the established threshold. Fig. 4 shows the stability 
control chart of the eight olive oil materials for different analysis 
months. 

Currently, the stability study is in progress and only three units of 
each RM candidate reserved for it have been analysed. It can be observed 
in Fig. 4 how, throughout the different months of the study, the simi-
larity indices of all the materials were higher than the established 
thresholds. This fact suggests that the remaining units that were cold 
stored during this period of time keep their organoleptic characteristics 
unchanged and therefore are considered to be under control. On the 
contrary, the samples coded as MOH/1 and MOH/2 were the only ones 
with similarity indices (R2, cosθ and NEAR) lower than the threshold for 
month 10. In order to discard any possible error in the instrumental 
measurement, these samples were analysed again, obtaining similar 
results. The decreasing trend observed in both materials is associated 
with changes to the VOC fraction as a consequence of some degradation 
process. In fact, in figures SM11 and SM12 (a and b) it can be seen how 
some of the signals have been disappearing since the first month of 
analysis while new signals have been appearing and increasing their 
intensity in the successive analyses. Therefore, the decreasing of simi-
larity indices is caused by differences between the reference fingerprint 
(month 0) and the fingerprint considered as representative of all units of 
these materials at month 10. For the same reason, these compositional 
changes could suggest a shift in the certified intensity. If similar results 
are obtained for both materials in subsequent stability analyses, they 
should be subjected again to sensory analysis to confirm the change in 
the certified defect. However, if the tasters determine a change in in-
tensity or the appearance of a new defect, the materials will be declared 
as out of stability, thus invalidating their certificate. 

3.3. Sensory analysis for characterising the reference materials 

According to COI/T.20 Doc. No. 15, the assessment of sensory 
characteristics of an olive oil should be performed by sensory analysis. 
Therefore, once the eight material batches were declared as homoge-
neous, they were subjected to the EU panel test method in order to 
characterise the organoleptic intensity of the attribute/defect to be 
certified. Note that the characterisation study was carried out between 
the homogeneity and stability studies. For this study, three tasting ses-
sions were organised, in which 22 recognised tasting panels partici-
pated. The sensory analysis was conducted as part of the routine tasting 
of the panels, so the tasters were not aware that the oil samples were 
candidates for reference material. In all cases, the results were uploaded 
to the INTERPANEL platform by the corresponding panel leaders, where 
the statistical data processing was performed. 

The first preliminary session was aimed at determining the most 
intensely perceived defect by the tasters in each material. In five of the 
eight materials (coded as ATF/1 & ATF/2, MOH/1 & MOH/2 and VWA/ 
1) the selected attribute corresponds to the original designed defects (see 
Table SM1). In case of the RNC/1 material (low intensity of rancid), at 
least 2/3 of the tasters did not observe any defect in the samples. 
Conversely, 25% of the tasters considered the RNC/2 material to remain 
without any appreciable defects, while the rest of tasters divided their 
scores equally between musty and rancid defect. The PIC/1 material is a 
particular case as it was developed from ripe fruit of ’picual’ variety. 
Although no panel had difficulty in identifying the fruity attribute, some 
of them perceived the ripeness of the fruit as a difficult defect to classify. 
These results highlight the problem of olive oils obtained from ripe fruit 
of this variety, even though being recognised by governmental 

institution as an EVOO, some of the panels are not able to evaluate it 
properly. 

The second session was planned to carry out a sensory analysis tar-
geted to the defective attribute selected in the first session, in order to 
obtain a representative value of the organoleptic intensity. The tasters’ 
score was the sum of all the sensory perceptions detected in the tasting 
session. As a result, the obtained intensity was about twice the expected 
value with which the materials were designed and thus the result of the 
second sensory analysis was discarded. 

Therefore, the third and definitive session was devoted to establish 
the organoleptic intensity to be certified. Only 20 of the 22 panels pre-
sented results through the INTERPANEL platform. The defects and in-
tensities with which the materials were designed were correctly 
identified on this occasion. Thus, for the material coded as RNC/1, at 
least 2/3 of the tasters perceived the rancid defect, while the remaining 
third did not notice any defect. In contrast with first tasting session, 
more than 95% of the tasters identified the rancid defect correctly in the 
material coded as RNC/2, while the remaining 5% did not identify any 
defect. Although all tasters identified correctly the fusty defect in the 
ATF/1 material, the scores given by the taster were distributed between 
0 and 4. Again the material coded as PIC/1 similar results were obtained 
to the first tasting session. All tasters identified correctly the fruity 
attributed but considered the ripeness of the fruit as a difficult defect to 
be classified. 

After applying the statistical filters described in section 2.5.2, it was 
found that more than 70% of the tasters were considered suitable for 
establishing the certified value. The results of the three central value 
estimators as well as their corresponding deviation estimators are shown 
in Table 1. 

It can be seen how, after detecting and removing inconsistent values 
for each material, the results of the different central tendency and de-
viation estimators were similar to each other. Only the materials with a 
lower consensus –ATF/1 and RNC/1– show poor similarity among the 
different estimated standard deviations. In both cases, the lowest stan-
dard deviation value corresponded to the statistics proposed by Huber 
(Thompson and Lowthian, 2011). With the use of an iterative process, 
Huber’s H15 estimation minimises the influence of outliers on the data 
set, which considerably reduces the deviation from the final result. 
Therefore, in this study, Huber’s estimators were selected to establish 
the certified and uncertainty value. 

The final results of the certification study are shown in Table 2. 
According to the criteria established in previous sections, five of the 
eight materials produced (codified as ATF/2, MOH/1, MOH/2, RNC/2 
and VWA/1) were certified, assigning each reference value the corre-
sponding uncertainty value. The materials coded as ATF/1 and RNC/1 
presented standard deviation values (SD(H15) ) higher than the unit, so 
they did not satisfy the criteria to be declared as CRM. However, the 
final results showed sufficient consensus among the tasters to use these 
candidates to RM as consensus guiding materials. The materials with 
this designation were also suitable for the tasters’ training, although 
their certificate did not provide any uncertainty value. Finally, the 
material coded as PIC/1 was discarded as a training reference. Although 
there was sufficient consensus for the fruity attribute, the discrepancies 
produced by considering the maturity of the fruit as a defect made the 
material unsuitable for certification. 

4. Conclusion 

The combined use of sensory and instrumental analysis, developed 
within the ’Reference and harmonization system of virgin olive oil 
tasting panels from Andalusia – INTERPANEL’, is presented as a rigorous 
methodology for the certification of the organoleptic intensity of sensory 
attributes using eight real olive oils batches as reference materials. The 
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instrumental techniques allowed the homogeneity and stability assess-
ment by evaluating the similarity among chromatographic fingerprints 
of VOC fraction obtained by SPME-GC–MS. In addition, unsupervised 
pattern recognition techniques (HCA & PCA) have been used to screen 
the natural grouping of each material produced as a preliminary step to 
the calculation of similarity indices. This analysis provides prior infor-
mation from the data set about possible heterogeneity within a partic-
ular material batch. 

The set of quality statistical filters developed for data processing of 
the different tasting sessions allowed to obtain statistically reliable re-
sults quickly and easily. This set of quality filters is not restricted to olive 
oil characterisation, since it may also be applied for panel harmo-
nisation. Although the results of the three central value estimators 
applied on the supra-panel of tasters were similar, the standard de-
viations obtained when the Huber’s H15 statistical estimator was 
applied were lower than the remaining ones. Considering these results, 
Huber’s H15 method was selected for the assignment of the certified 
value and uncertainty assessment. 

Complex olive oil materials such as those obtained from ripe fruit of 
the ’picual’ botanical variety reflect the need to use valid references, 
such as CRM, for the training of tasters, whether obtained by the addi-
tion of flavourings or through mixtures of real samples. Even though the 
latter need to be replaced with each campaign, tasters recognise that the 
defect has been produced by natural processes. In addition, these ma-
terials require an exhaustive study of their sensory characteristics, 
which directly affects the time required to achieve certification. 
Through the development of the panel intercommunication system 
developed within the INTERPANEL project, it is intended to reduce the 
time required for certification of each olive oil RM. Therefore, both the 
objectives of the INTERPANEL project and those of this work are in tune 
with the solutions proposed in a recent report contracted by the EU 
(European Commission, 2020). 
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